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China Market Update
Supply Dynamics are Changing
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key development of the last month or so has been a rapid, unexpected rise in
container rates from the Baltic Sea area (affecting a wide range of exporting countries,
e.g., Finland, Sweden, northwestern Russia, the Baltic States, Germany and some in
Eastern Europe). Container rates from Finland and Sweden have essentially doubled from
less than US$1,000 to ~US$2,000. It is even worse from St. Petersburg: it appears that
container rates may have tripled in the last six months (from US$20/m3 to almost $60/m3).
These increases are tied to a number of factors, including a lack of containers flowing
from China to the Baltic Sea area prior to the Chinese New Year, as well as reduced
shipping capacity following the Hanjin Shipping Line bankruptcy. Most believe this is a
temporary imbalance that could be resolved by June, but it is still likely that container
rates are on their way up from the record lows of the last few years.
Other regions, including the North American west coast and most of the Pacific Rim,
are less affected so far (although small increases have occurred). Thus, the freight advantage remains on the Pacific side to China, as well in the U.S. South and South America.
There appears to be some consolidation going on in the Chinese supply chain. Some
government companies are buying private firms to control log and lumber supply from
source countries. In many cases these purchases include processing assets in China,
allowing for a supply chain of logs flowing directly to domestic Chinese sawmills.
There is continued interest within China in sourcing alternative, lower-cost logs and
lumber (as opposed to more traditional supplies from Russia, the North American west
coast and New Zealand). These alternatives include the following:
• Squared logs or cants from Siberia, Ukraine and Belarus;
• Eucalyptus and taeda pine logs and lumber from Brazil and Uruguay;
• Southern yellow pine lumber from the U.S.; and
• Sugi logs from Japan (expected to double or even triple in five years).
Interest is quite high in the first southern yellow (taeda) pine breakbulk shipment to
China from Uruguay, for which the delivered cost was well under the price for radiata pine
logs. Pine from Brazil is also enjoying strong interest (although the recent strengthening
of the Brazilian real may slow some growth). Squared logs or cants from both the Ukraine
and Belarus continue to be new developments — a natural response to the log export
bans that have taken place in these countries.
Following a torrid rise in housing prices in 2016 (especially in tier 1 cities), housing
prices are likely to be cooler in 2017. The construction market — by far the largest
end-use segment for logs and lumber — will show similar growth rates to 2016, e.g.,
5%–6% (close to GDP). The furniture/decoration markets grew at about twice the rate
of the construction market last year, and a similar trend is expected for 2017, propelling
growth in higher grades of kiln-dried lumber for the furniture and decoration markets. n
By Russ Taylor, President (following a one-week China market trip)
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Canada/U.S. Top 20 Producers

Global Timber/Sawmill/Lumber Regional Cost &
Revenue Profiles

A Banner Year for Sawmills in 2016

Quarterly Log and Sawmill Costs, with Lumber/By-Product
Revenues/Prices, Starting from Q1/2017 for 20 Countries/
Regions

The top five Canadian producers were West Fraser, Canfor, Tolko, Resolute
and Western Forest Products. Many of the larger Canadian companies are
consolidating production and optimizing for anticipated changes in the log
profile and projected timber supply reductions. Canadian mill investments
in the U.S. South are proving very strategic due to ample timber supply in
the region and high sawmilling margins (the result of low timber prices).
With U.S. duties on Canadian lumber shipments commencing in May,
Canadian mill ownership in the U.S. is a very astute move.
Weyerhaeuser retained its first-place U.S. position and grew through
the acquisition of Plum Creek Timber — the blockbuster deal of the year.
Georgia-Pacific remained in second position; third place was West Fraser;
Sierra Pacific came in fourth; and Interfor retained fifth place. n

• Available March 2017
• https://www.woodmarkets.com/publication/global-costbenchmarking/benchmarking-quarterly-update-2016h1/

Global Timber/Sawmill/Lumber Cost Benchmarking
Report – 2016 Annual Basis & Q1/2017
• Available July 2017
• https://www.woodmarkets.com/publication/global-costbenchmarking/benchmarking-report-2016/
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MDF/PARTICLEBOARD: OUTLOOK
2017–18

• Outlook 2017–2021
• https://www.woodmarkets.com/publication/5-year-outlook/

Further U.S. Growth Expected, Especially in
Imports
Generally improving consumption drivers point to steady growth in both
particleboard and MDF consumption in 2017 and 2018. Although a strong
U.S. dollar has tempered growth in U.S. industrial output and the furniture
production sector, the forecast is generally positive. The theme of balanced
capacity amid increasing demand, improving operating rates and continued industry consolidation suggests stable to even rising particleboard and
MDF prices over the next two years. However, the downside risk in MDF
will be related to the role of imports, additionally impacted by a strong
U.S. dollar that will continue to put pressure on prices. In the end, there
will be times when some producers could be forced to meet slightly lower
market prices. n
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sign up:
CHINA BULLETIN (monthly)
• www.woodmarkets.com/publication/china-bulletin/

mark your calendars for 2017:
Annual Global Softwood Log & Lumber Conference
• May 11, 2017
• Hyatt Regency Vancouver
• https://www.woodmarkets.com/conference/conferences• www.woodmarkets.com/publication/5-year-outlook/
outlook-2019/
vancouver/2017-global-softwood-conference/
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(Additional details are available in the full articles, complete with graphs to offer further
insight into the global lumber market.)
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